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Mirage: [French, from mirer to look at, from Latin mirari ]

1. An optical effect that is sometimes seen at sea, in the desert or over 
a hot pavement, that may have the appearance of a pool of water or 
mirror in which distant objects are seen inverted, and that is caused by 
the bending or reflection of rays of light by a layer of heated air of 
varying density.

2. Something illusory and unattainable like a mirage.

Halo: [Latin halos, from Greek hal sō  threshing floor, disk, halo]

1. A  circle  of  light  appearing  to  surround  the  sun  or  moon  and 
resulting from refraction or reflection of light by ice particles in the air.

2. The  aura  of  glory,  veneration,  or  sentiment  surrounding  an 
idealized person or thing.

Illusion:  [Late  Latin  illusion-,  illusio, from Latin,  action  of  mocking, 
from illudere to mock at, from inludere to play, mock]

1. The  state  or  fact  of  being  intellectually  deceived  or  misled;  an 
instance of such deception.

2. A misleading image presented to the vision.

3. Something that deceives or misleads intellectually.

4.  Perception of  something objectively  existing in such a way as to 
cause misinterpretation of its actual nature.

Merriam Webster's On-line Dictionary - http://www.merriam-webster.com/ 



ON HALOS, MIRAGES AND OTHER (ATMOSPHERIC) ARCHITECTURAL EVENTS

"[…]  Distant  and dense  air  does  of  course  normally  act  as  a  mirror,

which is why when there is an east wind promontories on the sea appear  

to be elevated above it and everything appears abnormally large1[...] "

Mirages  are physical  phenomena that  occur  naturally  and produce an optical  distortion of  the perceived 

object. Its origin is in the layered composition of the Earth's atmosphere -with different air temperatures and densities- 

that alter the way light is refracted and, therefore, processed by the eye. Other similar effects, such as the 'fata morgana' 

or the halos, appear under different conditions but produce similar forms of misleader and deception affecting the act 

of perception and the way we understand our environment. 

Although mirages are real phenomena of atmospheric optics (and therefore cannot be considered as illusions), 

its  misleading  nature  often  directs  to  an  illusory  understanding  of  reality  that  questions  the  fallibility  of  human 

perception. The study of the mechanisms that govern human perception (and its multiple dysfunctions) has a long 

tradition and it has been a common subject in the arts since classical times. However, the different conclusions of this 

study and their  gradual  application had, in most of the cases, more to do with the 'correction'  of the 'errors'  that 

phenomenological imperfection produces than with the exploration of the intrinsic potentials of this defective condition. 

The  ‘optical  refinements’  applied  to  the  Parthenon  are  a  well-known  example  of  this  preoccupation  for 

integrating optic deformations in architecture. Even so, these 'refinements' are used in order to achieve a virtual sense of 

perfection and harmony,  applied to ‘rectify’  the perceived image by distorting the original  object;  somehow, both 

location  and  proportion  of  the  final  image  become  the  indicator  of  legitimacy,  endowing  the  final  form  with  a 

convincing  aura  of  respectability.  This  is  the  typical  architectural  approach  to  the  (multiple)  natural  atmospheric 

phenomena involved in perception: to act consequently in order to cancel their devious effects; to use all the scientific 

analysis and research on the topic to develop counteract strategies; to dismiss the marvelous experimentation field that 

the understanding and manipulation of these atmospheric (architectural) events open.     

1 Aristotle (Metereologica) p. 253
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All the intellectual deceptions that mirages and halos produce have a physical origin and occur under very 

precises circumstances, therefore, they can be reproduced -or voluntarily forced- by controlling atmospheric conditions. 

This conscious operation implies a broad spectrum of phenomenological manipulations and refer to a certain state of 

hyperreality2 that challenges some of the established modernist assumptions such as the autonomy of architecture, the 

primacy of the visual or the relevance of the architectural form. 

The scope of this project is to unveil a new territory of architectural exploration by studying these phenomena, 

situating them historically and analyzing the consequences of their activation as valid architectural material.  In this 

sense,  the project  looks  at  other studies  with similar  goals  (such as Rosalind's  Krauss'  'The Optical  Unconscious'),  

questioning the mechanisms of perception used to understand or theorize certain forms of artistic production3, defining 

the historical context in which the study of these phenomena were developed and providing the minimum scientific 

understanding of the physical principles involved. All of these, are seen as the basics that would allow to open a 

discussion  around  the  pertinence  of  the  incorporation  of  these  naturally-occurring  phenomena  as  part  of  an 

architectural discourse. The implications of this action are worth pursuing: if architecture cannot be validated anymore 

by its position or its proportion, then its form is affected by an unbearable slightness that confers all its substance to the 

strategical field in which it is able to operate beyond any formal consideration. 

2 As used by Baudrillard to describe an state of simulacrum that has not replaced the 'real' but become a truth in its own right.
3 Krauss, R.E. The demonstration that numerous histories of modernism overemphasize the purely visual and the ideal of artistic autonomy is one of 

the main ideas that Rosalind E. Krauss pursues in this book. As an alternative, she proposes to incorporate the otherwise disdained layers of 
information that the period contains: its irrational and unconscious side (in most of the cases, represented by its implicit sexual and libidinous 
content). This deliberate '(mis)perception/(mis)understanding' of modernism is used as a continuous reference to define the scope of this project.  
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INDUCED ILLUSION AND OPTICAL PRESTIDIGITATION

The assumption of the existence of a certain virtual perfection and its unattainable search are essential to 

understand the historical readings of modernism, its autonomous aspirations and, therefore, its present legacy in the 

contemporary production; the trust on the existence of this perfect condition, detached from reality and completely 

independent of any external determinant, implies a very particular understanding of the phenomenological process and 

an assumption of virtual infallibility that has proven to be totally erroneous. However, there are some historical examples 

(notably in photography, painting, cinema or sculpture) where this assumption was questioned and used to propose an 

evolution of the methods of artistic production -Duchamp's  Precision Optics  is a great example- but the discussion 

barely reached architecture except for the already mentioned 'correctional measures'. 

Duchamp's  considered painting as  a  cosa mentale;  a  product  that  would stimulate not  only  our  sensible 

connections (which would be the only ambition of what he describes as mere retinalists4) but also our brain, attacking 

and questioning some of our deeper assumptions. The rejection of a purely visual understanding of his work defines a 

very strong position of resistance towards the traditional role of the artistic avant-garde as producer and deliverer of the 

imagery of a certain time. 

“[...] pure painting is not interesting in itself as an end. For me, the goal is something 

else,  it  is  a combination,  or at  least  an expression that  only the gray matter  can  

succeed in rendering5 [...]” 

Its ambition seems to be producing a sort of induced state of illusion that has a purely conceptual (not visual) 

origin, a confrontation between the retina and the mind6. The absence of correlation obliges the individual to mentally 

complete the picture, to work actively in filling the gaps that Duchamp deliberately leaves behind. In order to achieve 

this active engagement of the viewer, the use of perspective (and its distortion) is fundamental: the principles engaged 

are mathematical abstractions of reality -products of the 'gray matter' that Duchamp mentions- and, as such, they can 

be manipulated. These intellectual deceptions operate as well as a historical medium, placing Duchamp's proposition 

as the evolution of the works to define the rules for “Legitimate Construction” or perspective projection7. 

4    Cabane, P.  (Dialogue) p.43
5    Ibid
6 Krauss, R.E. (Optical) p.108
7 This should be considered in its broader sense, as the condensed result of different historical definitions, treatises and principles: from 
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 Marcel Duchamp, Etant donnés, view through the door            Diagram of Duchamp's Etant donnés, J.F. Lyotard (Les TRANSformateurs Duchamp)

The Precision Optics series are different pieces and installations that Duchamp developed as an exploration of 

the multiple possibilities and interpretations that perspective provides. The series appear as a critique to the way in 

which modernism tended to present  reality.  All  the discussions of  the time assumed the unequivocal  logics of  the 

relation between ground and figure, considered the basics of perception, that had been invariably present through 

history. However, in the case of Duchamp's Precision Optics, this relation is not taken as granted, ground and figure get 

mixed, exchanged and vary according to time or position: it presents multiple interpretations that, paradoxically, cannot 

all be true at the same time (although they are perfectly acceptable ways to see the work).     

This act of optical prestidigitation deeply questions the mechanisms commonly accepted to validate and assert 

reality;  it  makes explicit  the  set  of  assumptions  and reductions that  are  commonly  carried on in order  to project 

consistency into the perceived object. Instead of toiling at correcting the retinal image by distorting the physical object 

-as happens with the mentioned Pantheon “visual refinements”- Duchamp sets out a totally inconsistent collection, 

being confident on human incapacity for the absurd: the components of the installation will gain its meaning only by the 

reasonable relationship that the 'gray matter' will choose for them.

Brunelleschi's first attempts, Brook Taylor's principles or Canaletto's extensive use of the two-vanishing-points perspective to Cubism and other 
contemporary attempts that try to reformulate the notion of perspective. 
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Specially interesting is the example of the so-called Rotoreliefs: a set of painted cardboard discs installed on 

record players, whirling and producing an illusory sense of volume and movement. The paradox is evident here since 

the discs cannot be flat and dimensional at the same time; the inconsistency of the whole contrasts with the 'reality' of 

each of its possible interpretations and this is the premise for the intellectual perception (not only visual) that Duchamp 

is looking for. 

In general terms, as Michael Betancourt8 states in his article Precision Optics / Optical Illusions, the rotoreliefs  

are  the  clear  demonstration  that  our  logical  certainty  is  supported  by  a  set  of  assumptions  of  an  undeniable 

arbitrariness: this supposedly unique and universal logic proves to be inconsistent under certain circumstances.

    

    

   

Upper photos from Lebel, R. /  Rotoreliefs discs from http://thebluelantern.blogspot.com

8 Betancourt, M. (Precision Optics)
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The exploit of this inconsistency is also the main interest of the study of halos and mirages; the effect is similar 

and comparable with the artistic works here commented although the scale leap is considerable and its scope has 

deeper  implications  on the  global  understanding  of  our  environment.  Halos  and mirages  are  atmospheric  optics 

phenomena, but, despite its natural condition, the image that we perceive is anything but a self-evident reality. This is a 

very interesting paradox: the perceived image is wholly real, it is impossible to separate the 'authentic' image from the 

distorted because we know that, in a certain way, both are more or less affected in their physical dimension when 

perceived by the human eye and both are the result of a the natural logics of visual perception.

Another important characteristic of these phenomena is that they can be easily recorded and had been broadly 

documented through history. Since their origin is in the modification of light refraction -as it will be described later on- 

any photosensitive device (photography or video would be the most common ones) can register the disturbing effects of 

these phenomena and, therefore,  producing physical evidences of their existence and authenticity9. 

The history of its study and perception has gone through different periods, from classical wonder and curiosity 

to modern theories and experimental ways of registering them. Thanks to these records and the reconstruction of the 

atmospheric conditions in which these events took part, it is possible to isolate and analyze their scientific basis; all this 

material constitutes the basis for an eventual induction of similar effects: the reconstruction of the atmospheres in which 

mirages occur.  

One of the first registered description of a mirage correspond to Aristotle in his book “Metereologica” (circa 

340 BC) and shows the early fascination that this sort of phenomena arose. The reference is very brief and -according 

to some experts in the field- includes certain imprecisions. However, it is interesting how it clearly points to the air's 

density as the key for the apparition of the mirage:  

"[…] Distant and dense air does of course normally act as a mirror...,  

which is why when there is an east wind promontories on the sea appear

to be elevated above it and everything appears abnormally large10 [...]"

9 These photographs or videos would be the ultimate proof of the inconsistency of our assumed rules of logic. This 'physical evidences' are crucial 
for the critical-paranoiac method, as Dali explains for demonstrating the ascension of the Holy Virgin, bringing it to a domain of 'reality' and 
activate it: “[...] Here it is my recipe: we take account of five bags full of chickpeas and we pour them into a bigger one containing all of them; 
we let the chickpeas fall down from a height of, at least, ten meters; with an electric light powerful enough, we project over the falling chickpeas 
an image of the Holy Virgin; every chickpea, separated from the others for a very small space will keep a part of the image; after this, we project 
the recorded image inverted; thanks to the gravity force acceleration, the chickpeas' inverted fall will produce the ascension effect [...]” 

Dali, S. (Journal) Note of July 12th, 1952.

10 Aristotle (Metereologica) p. 253
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There are other examples of classical references to mirages but almost all of them share a constant citation of 

the air (and its density) as one of the main elements for the formation of these 'monstrous sized soulless things.11'  The 

need for calm air is also repeated constantly and shows a very early intuitive understanding of the phenomena. 

Probably one of the most famous historic examples is the one that gave name to a very particular kind of 

atmospheric refraction: the Novaya Zemlya effect. In 1596 Willem Barentsz12’ third expedition into the polar region got 

trapped by icebergs being forced to wait for the next summer sheltered in the Novaya Zemlya archipelago in the Arctic 

Ocean. In January 1597, the members of the expedition discovered that the first sun-rays arrived earlier than expected 

(in astronomic terms) and Gerrit de Veer, the ships carpenter recorded it in his diary. The reason for this early arrival was 

an unusual thermal inversion that bended sun rays until matching Earth’s curvature for hundreds of kilometers, allowing 

the Sun to be there where he was not expected to. Once again, this event has a very important implications for the 

purpose of this project: the sun-rays were perfectly authentic and had all the properties that sunlight is expected to have, 

although 'real sun' was not supposed to appear there at that moment; both situations are perfectly real and plausible 

although totally  inconsistent  and incompatible,  only  possible  thanks  to  a  very  specific  condition  of  the  air  in  the 

atmosphere in precise instant.  

Barentsz's 3rd Expedition (Original map 1599. Tromsø University (Wikipedia Commons, 2006) 

11 The quote is extracted from Andrew T. Young's annotated bibliography but belongs to the following book:  Diodorus of Sicily “The Library of  
History, Books II.35 – IV.58” translated by C.H. Oldfather (Harvard Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1933), pp. 241–245. 

12 Willem Barentsz (c. 1550 – 20 June 1597) was a Dutch navigator and explorer that made numerous expeditions to the far North. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Willem_Barentsz
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Later, in the late 18th century and coinciding with the increasing fascination for traveling, adventure and natural 

observation  -which  could  be  perfectly  personified  in  the  famous  Alexander  Von  Humboldt-  the  account  of  these 

phenomena multiplied acquiring the romantic trace so extending on that time. An example of this would be the works of 

William Beauford and their link with Irish traditional folklore.

“[...] Of all the phenomena exhibited by nature in her various operations, there are none  

more curious and extraordinary than those represented by the reflection and refraction of  

light from fogs and vapours arising from the sea, lakes, and morasses, replete with marine  

and vegetable salts. For such vapours, by means of the said salts, form various polished  

surfaces, which reflect and refract the light of the sun, and even the moon, in various  

directions; thereby not only distorting but multiplying the images of objects represented to  

them in a most surprising manner; forming not only images of castles, palaces, and other  

buildings, in various styles of architecture, but the most beautiful landscapes, spacious  

woods, groves, orchards, meadows, with companies of men and women, with herds of  

cattle, walking, standing, lying, &c., and all painted with such an admirable mixture of  

light and shade that it is impossible to form an adequate conception of the picture without  

seeing: not any scenery represented by the camera obscura can be more beautiful, or  

more like faithful representations of nature13 [...]"   

Despite Beauford's lack of scientific precision -includes the action of vapors, fogs and wind as definers of the 

mirage-  his  dissertation  is  very  representative  of  the  time  and  perfectly  expresses  the  admiration  that  these 

incomprehensible events provoked. Of course, the text is full of exaggerations and has been deeply criticized for its lack 

of rigor but has the virtue of collecting different representations and the name that locals have given to them -naturally 

incorporated to a global popular culture- adding multiple details to the descriptions that he makes of them. In this 

sense, Beauford describes the famous Sicilian 'fata morgana' or the Irish 'Feadhreagh Mairethmhe' even referring to the 

sort of windows, doors and brass knockers that the mirageous visions presented14.  

Nature (a weekly illustrated journal of science) often contains articles and notes on the eventual apparition of 

treatises and works on the topic. One of the most interesting (and intriguing) one is the work of the French physicists 

Jules Macé de Lepinay and Alfred Perot (Contribution a l'etude du mirage)  to develop a device that would help to 

13 Beauford, W. (Dissertation) p. 336-338
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precisely define the deformation of light rays, trace them and establish comparisons between different states. This work 

would eventually derived in one of the first attempts to artificially reproduce mirages: 'On the Artificial Reproduction of  

the Mirage and on the Interference Fringes that may Accompany this Phenomenon14'  and Nature briefly comments it on 

its 40th volume (May-October 1889) as “A process described by means of which conditions are realized which are 

analogous  but  inverse  to  those  that  give  rise  to  the  natural  mirage15”  whose  meaning  is  totally  obscure  and 

impenetrable but represents a promise (or at least a preoccupation) in the search for the mechanisms for the re-creation 

of these phenomena.  

Image of the device used by Macé de Lepinay and Perot (built by M. Ph. Pellin) to record and analyze mirages16

“[...] To complete the classical Monge theory about mirages, it is necessary to previously  

establish the general equation of a luminescent trajectory […] In this conditions, we have  

resorted to the experience, constructing an analogous medium to the one in which the  

natural phenomena occurs […] Let's imagine two miscible liquids: after a couple of hours,  

by diffusion, a layer of horizontal strata is formed with a variable index of refraction. The  

analogy with a heated mass of air is complete and the phenomena that can happen must  

obey to the same general rules […] The device consists in a tank closed by two parallel  

mirrors, hold by a brass frame of 1m long, 5 cm wide and 15 cm high. We have filled it  

to 2/3 of its capacity with the densest liquid (both liquids have to be as transparent as  

possible to avoid light losses by refraction) and finished with the lightest17[...]”     

14 Despite the evident interest and relevance of this work for the scope of the project, it has been impossible to determine if the mentioned is a 
dissertation, a draft for a book or just a conference in the French Academy of Sciences. The BNF only contains one crossed reference to Macé de 
Lepinay and mirages: “Conférence sur le mirage” dated in 1891, two years after the publication of the mentioned volume of Nature. 

15 Nature p. 118 (May 30, 1889)
16 The image is included in “Contribution a l'etude du Mirage” p.99
17 Macé de l'Epinay et Perot (Contribution) p.97-98
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 ON HALOS AND MIRAGES CONSTRUCTION: A SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE PRINCIPLES INVOLVED18

Since the scope of this  study is the formulation of a solid basis on which establish halos and mirages as 

materials for a contemporary questioning of phenomenological principles affecting architecture and landscape, the 

understanding of the conditions (the 'analogous medium' as Macé de Lepinay and Perot describe it) in which mirages 

and other atmospheric phenomena occur is a key element. This understanding (and any eventual reconstruction) passes 

by the clear distinction between natural occurring phenomena -product of the logic of atmospheric optics as it will be 

proven in this chapter- and optical illusions. 

Illusions imply deception: they are intellectual products, totally made up and physically inexistent. On the other 

hand, mirages and halos have both a scientific basis: one mainly due to the natural refraction of sunlight rays and the 

other for the presence of ice crystals suspended in the air. Both, explode the two main characteristics and potentials of 

the air: the ability to act as a transmitting medium and the capacity to absorb other substances. However, there is a 

certain meaning of illusion, the one that Duchamp employs in his Precision Optics: the inconsistency that the presence 

of halos and mirages infer can lead into a misinterpretation of reality and, in that sense, produce an illusion despite the 

natural condition of the original phenomena. Once again, a vehicle to question the logics of perception.

In order to understand how a mirage or a halo is formed, it is necessary to get familiar with a concept called 

atmospheric refraction. The air in the atmosphere in a resting state has a regular thermal gradient of -1oC per 100 

meters (temperature decreases 1 degree Celsius -almost 2F- per 100 meters of altitude). Cold air is denser than hot air 

and, therefore, has a higher index of refraction which has very important implications: even in 'standard' conditions -let's 

assume for the purpose that these correspond to a non-mirage situation- the image the observer perceives is affected by 

his position and altitude relative to the observed. This is the ultimate confirmation that the logics assumed as certain 

and universally right are just conventions and do not imply anything else but what our communal social agreements are 

able to determine. Besides, this standard refraction of sunlight rays is not stationary and can be altered by different 

reasons, such as the presence of suspended substances in the air or the variation of the thermal gradient of the air.

18 Most of the necessary research material for this chapter comes from different sources in the web (see bibliography) but specially relies on the work 
of Andrew T. Young and the work of the department of Astronomy of San Diego State University (http://mintaka.sdsu.edu/GF/bibliog/toc.html). 
All the diagrams are from Andrew T. Young's web-page on green-flashes and other atmospheric phenomena (http://mintaka.sdsu.edu/GF)
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Graphic of a standard atmospheric refraction under standard conditions showing light rays refraction varying with height

 The presence of ice crystals suspended in the air is one of the main conditions for the apparition of halos and 

the resulting kind depends also on different factors like the position of the light source, the angle of light refraction or 

the spatial configuration of the crystals in the air. Ice crystals suspended in the air are known as 'diamond dust' and 

appear under certain meteorological conditions, although some simulation tests have been made with a combination of 

mist and kaolin powder. 

For example, the angle of refraction that ray lights suffer after their collision with the ice crystals determine the 

kind of halo produced. This angle is often around 22o  but occasionally can get up to 46o or 120o. At the same time, 

when ice crystals extraordinarily align themselves vertically, a particular form of halo appears: the so-called Sun dogs.
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                         Diamond dust around a 20º halo                              Pathway of light refraction for a 46º halo

          Photograph of a 22º halo              Photograph of a 46º halo
        (http://www.atoptics.co.uk)             (http://www.atoptics.co.uk)

 

       
      Photograph of a sun-dog            Photograph of a sun-dog at Fargo, North Dakota

                                      (http://www.atoptics.co.uk)                             (Wikimedia Commons)
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Mirages, on the other hand, happen when the regular thermal gradient of the atmosphere is altered. The type 

of mirage produced depends on the kind of  alteration affecting the gradient:  an inferior mirage occurs when the 

gradient of a very thin layer of air reaches a positive value of 4-5oC (temperature increases with height instead of 

decreasing); a superior one is the result of a thermal inversion in the air layers and the 'fata morgana' is a very complex 

mirage produced by the action of very strong air ducts.

Inferior mirages are the result of a drastic change in the thermal gradient. They normally occur when a surface 

is extremely hot, radiates heat and it affects a very thin layer of air close to that surface. The hot air, less dense and with 

a lower index of refraction produces an upward bending of the light rays; however, the visual cortex still interprets them 

as part of a 'perfectly straight' line of sight producing the mirage projecting an inverted image below the erect one. 

These mirages are very unstable since they are very sensitive to wind currents and temperature changes. 

Graphic of an inferior mirage simulation. The -4, -5  and -6 minutes rays are bent upwards producing the mirage. 
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The superior mirage's origin is a thermal inversion, which means that a cold air layer is trapped under other 

layers of warmer air. This inverted layer (and any additional ones that could be trapped under the thermal inversion) 

form an air duct whose strength varies according to atmospheric conditions: thermal gradient, length... This anomalous 

distribution of the air produces a downward bend in the light rays when passing from hot to cold air layers projecting an 

inverted image above the erect one. Superior mirages tend to be more stables than inferior one due to exceptional 

character of the thermal inversion that originates the phenomenon. However, the stability that air ducts and thermal 

inversions provide can be altered as in the case of the 'fata morgana', which is a very complex mirage that can shift  

from an inferior display to a superior one in very short periods of time. The 'fata morgana' appears when a very strong 

and long air duct is developed, allowing multiple rays' crossings and acquiring an instable polymorphic appearance.

Graphic of a superior mirage simulation, including the area occupied by the air duct. Rays are bent downwards following duct's trajectory. 
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Finally, the Novaya Zemlya effect is a sort of superior mirage that happens when light rays bend is equal to the 

Earth's curvature. The thermal gradient that allows this phenomenon to occur is estimated in 11oC; every 69 miles 

where rays stay parallel to the Earth will allow the sun to be perceived 1o higher than its 'real astronomic position'. This 

is the explanation for the early sunrise that Barentsz expedition experienced and part of the cause of the Green Flashes 

which are a particular case of this effect that happen naturally because higher frequency light (green/blue) curves more 

than lower frequency light (red/orange). Due to this difference in the light spectrum green/blue rays from the upper part 

of the setting sun remain visible after the red rays are obstructed by the curvature of the earth.  

                                                     Graphic of the ducted rays section following Earth's curvature.

All these events question the way visual stimuli are treated and interpreted by the eye and the brain; the brain 

tries to rationalize the information that it receives, formating it accordingly to certain patterns already validated but the 

effect is exactly the opposite: instead of producing a more recognizable image,  the result is puzzling and it questions 

the mechanisms of visual perception due to the illusory nature of these natural occurring phenomena. 
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            Superior Mirage near the coasts of San Francisco                               Inferior Mirage (or Highway-Mirage)
             (http://www.atoptics.co.uk)      (Wikipedia Commons)

  

                         Green-flash sunset sequences (Wikipedia Commons)
                             

  Square Sun effect (a Novaya Zemlya variation)                       'Fata Morgana' in Tetlin Hills,  Eastern Alaska 
(http://www.atoptics.co.uk)        (David Cartier; http://www.flickr.com/photos/dcartiersr)

Fata Morgana / Superior Mirage, Alaska (Photograph by Doug Short; http://www.atoptics.co.uk)
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 TOWARDS AN ATMOSPHERIC ARCHITECTURE AND AN AIR-BASED CRITIQUE TO ARCHITECTURE'S INFALLIBILITY

  

As stated at the very beginning of this project, the ambition of the work was defining a clear agenda in order to 

establish  halo-like  and  mirage-based  architectures  as  a  valid  alternative  to  the  visual  determinism  that  invades 

contemporary production; a remedy to the epidemic confusion between substance and style. Nevertheless, there seems 

to be plenty of evidences -some of them were subject of study of this work- to assert  that stylistic discussions are 

somehow based in a series of conventions that are arbitrary and inconsistent. This inconsistency is based on the proven 

fallibility of our mechanisms of perception which are continuously under a process of reduction and general assumption. 

The exploration of our own-imposed inconsistencies exists naturally in the form of these atmospheric optics, 

with their multi-faceted reality that questions our capacity to process complexity. This was the purpose of Duchamp's 

Precision Optics  (in addition to many other works who could be equally considered) but the discussion has barely 

trespassed on  the architectural domain. The definition of the historic framework and the principles involved in the 

apparition of mirages and halo can only be a timid beginning. In a way, this is a first claim for a formless architecture, a 

dynamic system that operates in this field of dysfunctional perception: events that try to send contradictory information 

to different levels of human perception affecting the final perceived object;  architectural (atmospheric) events where the 

most valuable material involved is pure air.        

The image here included belongs to Brook Taylor's work on modern perspective and as such is included in Krauss'  “The Optical Unconscious”
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